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MASSHIGABONG TAGUMPAY SA TRABaho AT NEGOSyo PINANDAY
(THE SHS GRADUATES SUCCESS STORIES)

Relative to DM-CI-2021-00292, the Department of Education (DepEd) through the
Bureau of Curriculum Development (BCD) aims to promote the Senior High School
(SHS) curriculum exits, to inspire SHS students and graduates, to promote collaboration
among internal and external stakeholders and to gain support from communities and
industries in duplicating the success among SHS graduates by featuring selected SHS
Graduates' Success Stories from different regions, entitled MaSSHigabong Tagumpay
sa Trabaho at Negosyo Pinanday.

The success stories should feature success stories of SHS graduates who are gainfully
employed and/or excelling in entrepreneurship. The Office of the Undersecretary for
Curriculum and Instruction (OUCI) requests for four success stories, one from each of
the following categories:

**Category 1:** SHS TVL graduates who are gainfully employed

**Category 2:** SHS TVL graduates who are entrepreneurs

**Category 3:** SHS Academic, Arts and Design or Sports graduates who are
gainfully employed

**Category 4:** SHS Academic, Arts and Design or Sports graduates who are
entrepreneurs

The following are the criteria for the SHS Graduate Success Stories:

- The success stories must come from the batches of SHS Graduates
- The SHS graduates must have exhibited good moral character and
  must not have been charged of any administrative, civil or criminal
  case
- The success stories are exemplary worth emulating and inspiring for
  other students and graduates

There is NO NEED to conduct a school, SDO or Regional Search for this initial effort
to showcase the success stories.
Interested parties may submit a short narrative with 400 words or less and a short video (5 minutes or less) for each success story of the graduate by considering the following:

1. Title of the Success Story
2. Name, SHS Batch, SHS Strand with his/her close-up picture
3. Employment details (Name of Agency/Company; his/her work, etc.) or Nature of Entrepreneurial activity (provide details)
4. Personal Philosophy about Success
5. Message to SHS Students

Submission of the list of the SHS Graduates success stories is until August 12, 2021 at assessmentkra4@gmail.com with the subject line “SHS Success Stories.”

For clarifications and queries, contact EUGENE RAY F. SANTOS, Education Program Supervisor, Focal Person of Key Result Area 4 – Assessment of Learning Outcomes at 0917-888-5871 or (02) 8681-7249 local 420.